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Abstra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e of measurement errors aeting the ovariates in regres-
sion models is a relevant topi in many sienti areas, as, for example, in epidemi-
ology. Among the tehniques proposed in literature to redue the eets of mea-
surement errors on inferential results, likelihood-based methods have reeived less
attention than alternatives. The main reason relies on the omputational omplex-
ity and on the diÆulties related to seletion and speiation of the relationships
between the involved variables. Despite this, likelihood methods have the advan-
tage of providing inferential results whih an be more aurate than those from
other approahes. In this paper, we fous on the appliation of likelihood meth-
ods to orret for measurement errors aeting a single ovariate, within a mathed
ase-ontrol setting. The approah is ompared to ommonly used alternatives as re-
gression alibration and SIMEX. The omparison is performed by simulation, under
a broad range of measurement errors strutures. We base the analysis on mathed
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ase-ontrol data generated aording to a simulation sheme. This aims to emulate
the data olleted by an epidemiologial population-based study on the aetiology of
hildhood malignanies, whih is urrently under ompletion in Italy.
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1 Introdution
The problem represented by erroneous measurement of variables is ommon in
many researh areas. In partiular, it typially arises in observational studies,
suh as those arried out in environmental epidemiology (Zeger et al., 2000).
There may be many dierent soures of measurement errors, the most obvious
being the inauray of the laboratory instruments and analyses. It has been
long reognized that measurement errors may heavily aet inferential results,
if they are not orreted for (Armstrong, 2003). First of all, measurement
errors an substantially bias the estimators of the parameters. Morever, they
an make overage levels of ondene intervals unsuitable and redue power
of tests. A large number of methods aiming to orret for measurement errors
have been proposed in literature sine the '80s to fae this problem. A rst
review in linear models is Fuller (1987). A reent review in nonlinear models
is Carroll et al. (2006). Most of the tehniques have been developed within an
epidemiologial setting, by fousing on ohort or ase-ontrol studies. Spei-
ally, up to the time of writing, measurement error orretion tehniques have
been evaluated mainly on ohort or unmathed ase-ontrol data. Mathed
ase-ontrol data, instead, have been rarely examined (MShane et al., 2001).
In this paper, we ompare the behaviour of dierent tehniques to orret
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for measurement errors aeting a single ovariate within a mathed ase-
ontrol setting. An additional variable is present, whih is supposed to be free
of measurement error. The fous is mainly on the appliation of a likelihood-
based approah. This topi has reeived less attention in measurement error
literature with respet to alternatives. The main reason relies on the om-
putational omplexity and in the diÆulties in seleting and speifying the
relationships among variables. The performane of the approah in orreting
for measurement errors is ompared to the ommonly used regression aliba-
tion method and to the SIMEX method. All of the methods are ompared to
the naive analysis, that is, the one whih is arried on by simply ignoring the
presene of mesaurement errors. The study is performed by simulation, under
a broad range of measurement error models. The omparison is in terms of
bias of the estimators, standard error and empirial overage of ondene in-
tervals. Changes in the performane of the orretion tehniques are evaluated
as the sample size varies.
We based the simulation study on data from a planned ase-ontrol de-
sign formulated in order to emulate an epidemiologial population-based study
whih is urrently under ompletion in Italy. It is the Studio Epidemiologio
Tumori Infantili Linfoemopoietii, whih we will refer to as SETIL from here
on. The SETIL projet is a mathed ase-ontrol study about risks for hild-
hood neoplasia due to the exposure to extremely-low frequeny eletromagneti
elds.
The paper is organized as follows. Details about the mathed ase-ontrol
setting we fous on are given in Setion 2, together with a brief overview of
the tehniques adopted to orret for measurement errors. Details about the
simulation studies we performed are given in Setion 3. They involve the on-
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strution of a hypothetial mathed ase-ontrol data set, the speiation of
measurement error strutures and the appliation of the orretion tehniques.
Simulation results are reported in Setion 4. A summary and a disussion of
the results are given in Setion 5, highlighting suggestions for future researh.
In the Appendix, a theoretial justiation of the prospetive likelihood-based
analysis of mathed ase-ontrol data is provided.
2 Models and methods
2.1 Bakground
Suppose that mathed ase-ontrol data are available. Let Y be the ase-
ontrol or the disease status indiator. Let X indiate the ovariates whih
are assumed to be not diretly observed. In epidemiologial researh, X may
represent the exposure to some risk fators. Instead of X, the mismeasured
variables W are observed. Moreover, it may be assumed that other ovari-
ates Z are observed without measurement error. In the measurement error
literature, we distinguish between the disease model, that is, the model relat-
ing the response variable Y to the unobserved variables X and the error-free
variables Z, and the measurement error model, that is, the one relating W
to X and Z. The density of the two models is indiated, respetively, by
f
Y jXZ
(yjx; z; 
1
) and f
W jXZ
(wjx; z; 
2
). When handling ase-ontrol data, the
disease model is usually the logisti regression, while it is the onditional re-
gression model when ase-ontrol data are mathed (Breslow and Day, 1980,
p. 247{279). LetK be the number of strata into whih data are subdivided and
suppose eah stratum ontains one ase assoiated to m ontrols, m  1. Let
y
k
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be, respetively, the values of Y , X and Z for the ase (k
0
) and the m asso-
iated ontrols (k
1
; : : : ; k
m
) within eah stratum. Then, the disease model for
the k-th statum, k = 1; : : : ; K, is
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where 
1
= (
x
; 
z
). Inferene about the parameter 
x
is of entral interest.
In epidemiologial researh it explains the relative risk assoiated to a unit
hange in the exposure to the risk fators X.
The measurement error model is speied by rstly distinguishing among
harateristis of the measurement errors. The simplest measurement error
model is the lassial error model, W = X + U , where U has mean zero and
variane equal to 
2
U
and is independent ofX. The lassial measurement error
model is an unbiased and additive error model, suh that E[W jX℄ = X. An
alternative model is the Berkson error model, where X = W +U . In this ase
U has mean zero and variane equal to 
2
U
and is independent of W . Berk-
son errors typially arise in laboratory studies and experimental situations in
whih the observed variable is ontrolled for. Moreover, an important dis-
tintion is made between dierential and nondierential measurement errors.
The error in W is nondierential if no additional information on Y is on-
tained in (W;X;Z) with respet to (X;Z). This means that the onditional
distribution of Y given (W;X;Z) is the same than the distribution of Y given
(X;Z). Otherwise, the error is said to be dierential. In appliations, many
dierent error soures an be enountered. This implies that both nondier-
ential and dierential errors, with lassial or Berkson omponents, an be
dened. The speiation of the measurement error model diers aording
to the error struture whih reasonably holds for the problem at hand. This
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speiation has to be as aurate as possible for the suessful appliation of
measurement error orretion tehniques (Heid et al., 2004). The measurement
error strutures we will fous on in the simulation studies will be desribed in
Setion 3.2.
The usually adopted approah to the analysis of ase-ontrol data assumes
that the data are olleted aording to a prospetive sampling sheme. This
means that the ase-ontrol status is thought to be the response variable,
while the exposure to risk fators is a xed quantity. In the original sampling
sheme, instead, data are retrospetively olleted. The ase-ontrol status is
known and the subjets are followed bak so as to asertain their exposure to
risk fators. In the Web Appendix we propose a theoretial justiation of
the prospetive likelihood-based analysis of mathed ase-ontrol data when
measurement error is present, by extending the results derived by Carroll,
Wang and Wang (1995) within an unmathed setting.
2.2 Corretion tehniques
We investigate three approahes to orret for measurement error aeting
ase-ontrol data. We give a brief overview of the methods below, then refer-
ring the reader to the referenes therein for details.
Regression alibration (RC, for short) is one of the most ommonly used
methods to orret for measurements errors in a broad range of regression
models. This is mainly due to its simple appliability with existing pakages.
It has been rst desribed by Rosner, Willett and Spiegelman (1989) and by
Rosner, Spiegelman and Willett (1990) for logisti regression in ohort studies
and suggested by Carroll and Stefanski (1990) and Gleser (1990) as a general
approah in other models. The idea underlying the method is the estimation of
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the regression of X onW and, possibly, Z, by means of additional information,
as validation, repliation or instrumental data. The aim is the substitution of
the resulting predition of X to the unknown values of X in the disease model.
After that, standard analysis an be run. The method often leads to well-
orreted and onsistent estimates of the parameter of interest. However, it
requires some hypotheses to be satised, rst of all that a linear homosedasti
relationship between X and W and, possibly, Z, holds. If this is not the ase,
RC results ould be quite misleading.
The simulation extrapolation method (SIMEX, for short) is a simulation-
based method, sharing with RC the simpliity of appliation, but with a larger
omputational burden. It has been developed by Stefanski and Cook (1995)
and Carroll et al. (1996). The idea underlying the method is that the eet
of measurement error an be determined by simulation. The method develops
in two steps. The rst one is a resampling-like stage, in whih data sets with
additional measurement error are generated starting from the original one. For
eah data set the naive estimate of the parameters is obtained, so that the trend
of the estimates versus the variane of the extra error terms an be established.
The orreted estimators of the parameters are obtained in the seond stage
by extrapolating this trend bak to the ase of no measurement error. The
SIMEX method has the advantage of requiring no hypotheses on the involved
variables, but at the prie of a notable omputational eort, omparable to
bootstrap tehniques.
Likelihood-based methods for measurement error problems have reeived
less attention in literature with respet to other orretion tehniques. The
main reason lies in the omputational omplexity and in the diÆulties to
speify the assumption on the involved variables. Nevertheless, some reent
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results have shown the advantages of the likelihood method, mainly based
on the eÆieny and optimality properties of the orresponding estimators
(Shafer and Purdy, 1996; Kuhenho and Carroll, 1997).
The method requires the speiation of a parametri model for every om-
ponent of the data (Carroll et al., 2006, Chapter 8). First of all, the disease
model and the measurement error model. Seondly, by assuming that X is a
random variable, the method requires the speiation of the distribution of
X, the so-alled exposure model, f
XjZ
(xjz; 
3
). Suppose that n
1
is the num-
ber of subjets, on who observations from (Y;W;Z) are reorded. Then, the
likelihood funtion for the observed data an be obtained by integrating the
produt of the three previously dened densities over the unobserved variables
x
L(
1
; 
2
; 
3
) =
Z
f
Y jXZ
(yjx; z; 
1
)f
W jXZ
(wjx; z; 
2
)f
XjZ
(xjz; 
3
)dx: (2)
The integral is replaed by a sum if X is a disrete random variable.
The parameters in (2) annot usually be estimated without additional in-
formation about the measurement error distribution. Suppose that extra in-
formation is available in terms of internal validation data. This means that,
for a small group of n
2
subjets, observations from (Y;X; Z) are reorded. To
take aount of this, the likelihood is re-expressed as follows
L(
1
; 
2
; 
3
) =
n
1
Y
i=1
Z
f
Y jXZ
(y
i
jx
i
; z
i
; 
1
)f
W jXZ
(w
i
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i
; z
i
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2
)f
XjZ
(x
i
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i
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3
)dx
i
n
2
Y
j=1
f
Y jXZ
(y
j
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j
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1
)f
W jXZ
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j
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XjZ
(x
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j
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3
); (3)
Similar modiations of the likelihood are dened to take aount of other
additional data as, for example, external validation data or repliates (Shafer,
2002).
Despite the advantages of likelihood analysis for eÆient estimation in mea-
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surement error problems, the limited appliation of the method is rstly jus-
tied by the omputational diÆulties it involves, as it an be seen from ex-
pression (2). Maximization of the likelihood funtion is not straightforward,
mainly beause integrals are almost always in losed form, thus requiring nu-
merial methods or analytial approximations to be evaluated. This problem
gets worse with high-dimensional variables X (Shafer, 2002).
3 Simulation studies
3.1 Study design
The orretion tehniques previously desribed are applied to mathed ase-
ontrol data, in order to evaluate and ompare their performane under dif-
ferent speiations for the measurement error distribution. To this aim, a
simulation study has been performed to generate data. In order to simulate
mathed ase-ontrol data as near as possible to a real situation, we referred to
the data struture and to the sampling proedure of a national epidemiologial
study whih is urrently under ompletion in Italy, the SETIL projet.
The SETIL projet is a mathed ase-ontrol study on the aetiology of
leukemia, non Hodgkin's lymphoma and neuroblastoma in 0 { 10 years old
hildren. The sampling sheme is suh that, one a ase ours, two ontrols
are mathed with respet to age, sex and region of residene. Dierent risk
fators for hildhood neoplasia are investigated, though the attention is mainly
foused on the environmental exposure to extremely-low eletromagneti elds
(ELF-MFs), measured (in T ) at the dwellings of the subjets. Other risk
fators are onsidered as potential onfounders of the relationship between
the exposure to ELF-MFs and the ourrene of neoplasia, as, for example,
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the maternal oupational exposure to ELF-MFs. The SETIL projet pays
attention to the error that an aet the measures of the hildhood exposure
to ELF-MFs. It is reasonable to suppose that the error is mainly due to
instrumental inauray.
In order to emulate the SETIL data struture, the simulation proess we
performed starts o from the onstrution of the ohort of 0{10 years old sub-
jets, for the period 1999{2001, available from the Italian National Institute of
Statistis. We simulate the disease ourrene time for eah of the subjets in
the ohort. Then, the sampling sheme of ases and ontrols reets the one
adopted by SETIL. Cases are hosen as the subjets with a disease ourrene
time smaller than three years and ontrols are sampled at the time eah ase
ours and assoiated to it with respet to age, sex and region of residene.
The time of disease ourrene is modelled by the proportional hazards model
of Cox (1972), the main reason being the probabilisti formulation for the on-
stant relative risk onept that this model implies. This is reasonable if we
onsider that dierent exposures to ELF-MFs turn out in proportional risk
funtions. The baseline risk funtion is parametrially modelled, by a Weibull
distribution. The log-normal and the gamma distributions are valid alterna-
tives, whih perform equally well. Values for the sale and the shape parameter
of the Weibull distribution are obtained by tting the model through nonlin-
ear least squares to the inidene rates of hildhood neoplasia, ross-lassied
aording to age and sex, as reorded by the Childhood Caner Registry. The
values from the unobserved variable X, whih is the hildhood exposure to
ELF-MFs in the SETIL projet, are generated from the log-normal distribu-
tion. Dierent studies in environmental epidemiology support this assumption,
as, for example, Paniagua et al. (2004). Loation and sale parameters are set
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to -2.3 and 0.9 respetively, so that the exposure distribution has median 0:1T
and mean 0:15T , aording to the results of the pilot study of SETIL (Salvan
et al., 1999). The inuene of the variable X on the disease status Y , that is,
the parameter 
x
, is set equal to 1.5. This value is suggested as the average
result of relative risk estimates obtained from dierent studies on the eets
of ELF-MFs exposure as risk fator for aner ourrene, whih have been
reviewed by Heath (1996). The values from the onfounder Z, whih is the
maternal oupational exposure to ELF-MFs in the SETIL projet, are gen-
erated as follows. We distinguish among low level of exposure (< 0:135T ),
light level of exposure (0:135T { 0:17T ), medium level of exposure (0:17T
{ 0:23T ) and high level of exposure (> 0:23T ), as it is usually done in epi-
demiologial studies (Deadman and Infante-Rivard, 2002). This implies that
a suitable model for Z is the multinomial distribution. This distribution has
4 lasses, whih probabilities are hosen equal to the relative frequeny ob-
tained from the above mentioned studies, respetively (0:13; 0:14; 0:55; 0:18).
The oeÆient assoiated with Z is set equal to 
z
= (0; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3).
Aording to this simulation design, we generated 1000 repliations of ases-
ontrol datasets under dierent sample sizes, orresponding to three Italian
regions, Sardegna, Lazio, Lombardia. On average, the number of simulated
strata of ase-ontrol data ranges from 200 for Sardegna to 600 for Lazio and to
1000 for Lombardia. Controls were not often sampled more than one during
the same simulation (0:13%) and rarely beame ases at a subsequent time
(0:05%). Simulations have been performed using the R programming language
(R Development Core Team, 2005), version 2.2.1 for Mirosoft Windows.
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3.2 Measurement error models
We onsider three dierent strutures of measurement error aeting the vari-
ableX. The hoie of these senarios is mainly based on the alibration studies
performed on the measurement instruments adopted by SETIL (Brazzale, Sal-
van and Roletti, 2004). In all the ases, the errors are nondierential. This
assumption is reasonable in this ontext, beause measurement errors are in-
strumental, that is, they do not depend on the subjets status. Moreover, the
errors are not of Berkson type, in that the variable X is not ontrolled for as in
laboratory experiments, but it is rather measured with error as it is ommon
in observational studies.
The rst senario fouses on a multipliative error. Aording to what
usually happens when measuring the ELF-MFs exposure, we onsider that the
error varies with the magnitude of the measured quantity X. In partiular,
it is reasonable to assume that bigger values of X imply bigger measurement
errors, whih translate into a bigger variane of W . The orresponding model
is
W = Xe
U
; (4)
where U  N(0; 0:3
2
). The value of the variane of the random errors U is
realisti beause it makes observations from W to be not too far from reliable
upper limits of X.
In the seond senario, we onsider a linear and heteroshedasti measure-
ment error. Again, the struture of the measure is suh that bigger values of
X imply bigger measurement errors, whih translate into a bigger variane of
W . This is obtained by introduing a random error omponent whose variane
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inreases with the values of the measured quantity X,
W = X + U; (5)
where U  N(0:01; (X=5)
2
). The parameters of the normal distribution for U
make the observations from W to be not too far from reliable upper limits of
X. Together with the random error omponent, a systemati error omponent
is onsidered, whih an be thought as the alibration of the measurement
instrument, equal to 0:01T .
Finally, we onsider measurement error following an asymmetri distribu-
tion
W = X + U; (6)
with U  Beta(1:1; 10:1). Although this situation may be more rare in pratie
than those previously reported, it has the theoretial purpose to gain an idea
of how orretion tehniques work when the error distribution is skewed.
3.3 Details
The RC method is applied assuming that additional information is available.
In partiular, we onsider that internal validation data are available for a subset
of subjets. The subsample is randomly seleted as the 20% of the primary
data.
With respet to the SIMEX method, we hoose the extrapolation funtion
given by the quadrati funtion, although alternatives as a nonlinear funtion
(Carroll et al., 2006, Chapter 5) perform similarly.
Likelihood analysis requires the speiation of dierent models involving
the variables, as desribed in Setion 2.2. For taking into aount the mathed
nature of ase-ontrol data, we onsider the onditional logisti model (1) as
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the disease model, with m = 2,
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where K
1
is the number of strata into whih the primary data are subdivided.
Moreover, let the measurement error model speied aording to one of the
error strutures we introdued in Setion 3.2. It depends on the parameter 
2
.
The model speiation may be based on additional data, as internal validation
data. Finally, let X be distributed as a log-normal variable X  Ln(; ).
Thus, the parameter 
3
of the exposure model is 
3
= (; ). As for the
measurement error model, this assumption may be evaluated on additional
data. Beause of the mathed nature of the data, the density funtion for the
measurement error and the exposure model refer to eah of the K
1
sets into
whih data are subdivided, onstituted by a ase and two assoiated ontrols.
This means that we have to onsider the produt of the density funtion of the
three subjets who are involved in eah of the K
1
strata. The density funtion
of X for the k-th mathed set is
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By inorporating also internal validation data divided in K
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The maximization of the likelihood funtion is the most important step
within the likelihood analysis. To this end, the omputational method sug-
gested by Higdon and Shafer (2001) and by Shafer (2002), whih is based on
the EM algorithm, does not diretly apply, beause it is well suited for one-
dimensional integrals. The extension to multidimensional integrals, as the one
involved in (7) whih is three-dimensional, is instead rather diÆult. We on-
sider likelihood maximization based on the optimization algorithm by Nelder
and Mead (1965). In the R programming language, the optimization algorithm
by Nelder and Mead is implemented within the routine optim. An alternative
algorithm may be onstruted, whih is based on the Newton-Raphson algo-
rithm. Aording to the analyses we performed, it gives rise to results similar
to those from the algorithm by Nelder and Mead. Both algorithms require
reasonable initial estimates of parameters. These an be obtained through the
naive or moment-based estimators. We onsidered the naive estimators as
initial estimate of the disease model parameters (
x
; 
z
). With respet to the
exposure model, instead, we alulated the moment-based estimators evaluated
on the additional data. When iteratively applying an optimization algorithm,
the evaluation of multidimensional integrals is needed. As suggested by Hig-
don and Shafer (2001) and by Shafer (2002), integrals are approximated by
Gauss-Hermite quadrature. Gaussian quadrature approximates an integral by
taking a weighted sum of the integrand evaluated at several sampling points,
alled nodes. These are the roots of orthogonal polynomials. The spei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orthogonal polynomials whih are used depend on the limits of integration.
Hermite polynomials are used for integrals on the real line. When M nodes
are used, the weights are hosen so that the approximation of the integral of
a polynomial of degree 2M times a weighting funtion is exat. The weight-
ing funtion in Gauss-Hermite quadrature is the normal density. The weights
and the nodes for dierent types of quadratures an be found in Abramowitz
and Stegun (1972). It has to be noted that Gauss-Hermite quadrature re-
quires that the integrals have limits whih are dened on the entire real line.
In our study, the variable of integration, x, is stritly positive. This implies
that a hange of variable to log(X) is needed. Another issue in the numeri-
al evaluation of integrals is the hoie of the number of nodes to be used in
Gauss-Hermite quadrature. A large number of nodes inreases the auray of
the approximation, in spite of a larger omputational burden. The ideal is to
ahieve a desired level of auray with as few nodes as possible. A study (not
shown) that we performed to evaluate the auray of the integral approxima-
tion with dierent number of nodes indiated that M = 12 is a satisfatory
hoie. Moreover, M = 12 nodes are suÆient to over the range of values of
X whih are obtained by the omputer simulation previously desribed.
4 Simulation results
The measurement error orretion tehniques we foused on will be ompared
with regard to bias and mean squared error of the estimators and empirial
overage of ondene intervals. Empirial overage is omputed as the per-
entage of datasets for whih the (1   )% ondene interval inludes the
true value of 
x
and 
z
, with  = 0:05; 0:1. The (1   )% ondene inter-
val is omputed as ^

 z

times the estimated standard error of ^

, where
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
= 
x
or 

= 
z
. The estimated standard error of ^

is omputed by the
jakknife method for RC and for SIMEX. It is obtained, instead, from the
estimated Hessian matrix for the maximum likelihood estimators and for the
naive estimator.
We report the results of the simulation studies to ompare the performane
of naive, RC, SIMEX and the likelihood method, based on 1000 repliates of
the mathed ase-ontrol data we simulated aording to the above desrived
sheme, under three sample sizes. Beause the interest fouses mainly on the
parameters assoiated with the mismeasured variable X, in Tables 1{3, we re-
port the bias (
^
B()) and the standard error (s:e:()) of the estimators of 
x
and

z
, together with their assoiated standard errors, in parentheses. Moreover,
we report the empirial overage of ondene intervals of the estimators with
nominal levels equal to 90% and 95%. In parentheses, we added the 95% on-
dene interval for the estimated overage, based on the normal approximation
of its distribution.
Simulation results indiate a ommon pattern shared by the orretion
tehniques in all the examined strutures for measurement errors. This is the
suess in improving on the naive analysis, both in terms of bias of the esti-
mator of 
x
and overage of ondene intervals. This situation is highlighted
espeially under multipliative (Table 1) or skewed error distributions (Table
3). In these ases, measurement errors aet the naive estimators, whih are
usually bias downwards, and imply empirial overages of ondene intervals
to underestimate the nominal levels. These eets are more pronouned as the
number of mathed sets inreases. Under the hypothesis of heteroshedasti
measurement errors, instead, the eets on the naive analysis are redued.
This is to be expeted given the relatively small amount of measurement error
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whih is implied by the struture (5) with respet to the alternative strutures
(4) and (6).
The simplest way to orret for measurement errors is using the RC method.
Although some advantages with respet to the naive approah an be found
mainly in overages of ondene intervals, the method globally performs
poorly with respet to alternatives. First of all, the abovementioned advan-
tages redue when inreasing the number of mathed sets, as it an be seen,
for example, under a Beta error struture (Table 3). For large mathed sets,
RC an not be onsidered a viable option to orret for measurement errors, in
that the underoverage of ondene intervals beomes substantial. Seondly,
the method performs poorly under the heterosedasti error struture, what-
ever the sample size is (Table 2). This behaviour is probably due to the failure
of the assumption of a linear and homosedasti relationship betweeen X and
W that the method requires and whih is not satised in this ase.
The SIMEX method is a viable option in many of the examined senarios.
First of all, it is a good alternative to RC under the assumption of heterosedas-
ti measurement errors (Table 2). SIMEX results in less biased estimators of

x
and in muh more aurate empirial overages of ondene intervals than
RC. This behaviour is maintained at dierent sample sizes. With respet to
RC estimators, however, those derived from SIMEX suer for a slightly big-
ger variability. This is a onsequene of the simulation step that the method
requires, whih indues more variability in the estimation proedure. SIMEX
performs satisfatorily also under the assumption of skewed error distribu-
tions. Small biases of the estimators and quite aurate empirial overages of
ondene intervals are guaranteed at every examined sample size (Table 3).
However, these results are related to the degree of skewness of the distribution.
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Simulation studies not reported here indiate that misleading results may be
obtained under Beta-distributed meausurement errors with bigger degrees of
skewness. In partiular, the eet translates in more pronouned biases of
the estimators and empirial overages of ondene intervals whih are muh
smaller than the orresponding nominal levels. Within the multipliative se-
nario (4), SIMEX experienes non-negligible eets of the measurement errors.
While improving the naive analysis, empirial overages of ondene intervals
derived from SIMEX underestimate the orresponding nominal levels. More-
over, this underestimation inreases with the sample sizes. In this diretion,
the behaviour is similar to that of RC. With respet to the last method, how-
ever, some improvements in terms of bias of the estimator are obtained. This
result is appreiable in partiular for large mathed sets.
When applying the likelihood tehnique, the advantages with respet to
alternatives are outlined in all the examined senarios for measurement errors.
The method performs globally very satisfatorily, mainly if we use the prop-
erties of overage of ondene intervals as omparison riterion. Whatever
the error struture is, in fat, empirial overages of the likelihood approah
are nearly equal to the nominal levels, often outperforming the orresponding
behaviour of alternative tehniques. See, for example, the situation of mul-
tipliative measurement errors (Table 1). On the other hand, the likelihood
estimator may suer for a bigger bias than alternative approahes, espeially
for small mathed sets. This is a onsequene of the nite sample distribution
of the maximum likelihood estimator. As expeted from a theoretial point of
view, the bias of estimators redues as the number of mathed sets inreases.
For large sample sizes, instead, the bias is omparable to the one of alternative
approahes. The variability performs similarly.
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Simulation results indiate that the likelihood method is a viable option
when the other tehniques fail to orret for measurement errors. Among
the examined senarios, this onlusion learly arises when the errors follow a
multipliative or a skewed distribution (Table 1 and Table 3). In the rst ase,
the likelihood method outperforms both the RC and the SIMEX proposals. In
the seond ase, there are notable advantages in using the likelihood approah
with respet to RC. The performanes of the likelihood approah and the
SIMEX, instead, are similar in both of the examined senarios. If we base the
omparison of tehniques on overage properties of ondene intervals, the
same onlusions are enfored as the number of mathed sets inreases. The
eet of measurement errors makes the performane of RC and SIMEX worse
with bigger sample sizes, while on the ontrary, the empirial overages of
the likelihood tehnique remain approximately stable. For all the tehniques,
instead, the eets of the measurement errors on the bias of the estimators
redue when inreasing the sample sizes.
The likelihood approah experienes some onvergene problems during
the maximization proedure, while alternative orretion tehniques do not.
However, onvergene was problemati only for small sample sizes. Simulating
data sets of K = 200 mathed sets, the likelihood maximization does not
onverge, on average, in 20=1000 repetitions. These problems greatly redue
by inreasing the number of mathed sets and they disappear when simulating
data sets of K = 1000 mathed sets.
Globally, a ommon feature of the orretion tehniques is the larger stan-
dard errors of the orresponding estimator of 
x
that they provide, if ompared
to the naive analysis. This reets the unertainty due to measurement errors
that the tehnique takes into aount and the naive approah, instead, ignores.
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Results about the estimators of the parameters assoiated to the onfounder
Z are not reported here. Simulation studies indiate that they are not heavily
aeted by measurement error on the variable X. This does not surprise,
beause of the assumed independene between X and Z. When applying
one of the examined tehniques to orret for measurement error on X, the
eet on the estimator of 
z
is an inreased variability with respet to the
naive estimator. This is a onsequene of the unertainty due to measurement
errors that the orretion tehniques have to take into aount.
5 Conlusions
In this paper, we evaluated the behaviour of dierent tehniques to orret
for measurement error in mathed ase-ontrol study, under inreasing sample
sizes. A single ovariate is assumed to be aeted by measurement error and
the inlusion of an error-free onfounder is onsidered. The data we referred
to for the analysis have been simulated so as to reet a real setting, that is, a
population-based multientri mathed ase-ontrol study on the exposure to
ELF-MFs as risk fator for hildhood malignanies, whih is under ompletion
in Italy. We have ompared the behaviour of the RC, SIMEX and likelihood
methods by simulation studies, under dierent strutures for the measurement
errors. Multipliative, asymmetri and linear and heteroshedasti errors were
taken into aount. The likelihood approah has been applied under the as-
sumption of a log-normal distribution for the unobserved variable X, as it an
be heked on validation data. Here we have foused on internal validation
data, although extensions to external validation data or repliates of W may
be easily obtained. Moreover, extensions of the analysis from the mathing
between one ase and two ontrols to unequal mathing are possible.
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The simulation studies have highlighted dierenes in the behaviour of the
orretion tehniques. They all improve on the results of the naive analysis,
however, performing dierently aording to the underlying senario for the
measurement error. This suggests that, in appliations, the hoie of whih
tehnique should be used has to be based on the struture of the measurement
error. Furthermore, this hoie ould be a ompromise betweeen the behaviour
of the orretion tehnique and the feasibility of its appliation. In partiular,
although the likelihood approah results in providing more aurate results
than alternatives in almost all of the examined situations, the omputational
omplexity implied by this method is not negligible. This partly explains the
rare appliation of likelihood methods in the measurement error literature.
The development of some software useful to apply a likelihood analysis may
be substantial for the diusion of this approah.
Another issue related to the likelihood analysis onerns the diÆulties
of model speiation for the measurement error and for the exposure. This
is an open point onneted to the robustness of the method. Investigations
on the behaviour of the tehnique under deviations from the distributional
assumptions is an interesting eld whih needs some future researh.
More generally, further investigation on the behaviour of orretion teh-
niques may be interesting within more omplex situations than those analyzed
here. The most realisti is the inlusion of additional ovariates aeted by
measurement error. An example inherenting many studies in oupational
epidemiology may onsider a Berkson error struture aeting the onfounder.
Extending the model in suh a way, however, makes the appliation of like-
lihood methods muh more diÆult from a omputational point of view. In
partiular, quadrature may beome too umbersome to be arried out. In this
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ase an alternative as, for example, Monte Carlo integration, is preferable,
although it an ahieve a smaller auray than Gauss-Hermite quadrature,
unless adopting a quite big Monte Carlo sample size.
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Table 1: Simulation results based on 1000 repliations for the error struture (4).
The true value for the parameter 
x
is 1:5.
Senario 1) W = Xe
U
; U  N(0; 0:3
2
)
K=200 NAIVE RC SIMEX LIK
^
B(^
x
) -0.043 (0.792) 0.288 (0.959) 0.009 (0.907) 0.204 (0.934)
s.e.(^
x
) 0.739 (0.208) 0.850 (0.298) 0.838 (0.257) 0.893 (0.337)
Level 90% 0.873 0.880 0.907 0.904
(0.852;0.894) (0.860;0.900) (0.867;0.907) (0.886;0.922)
Level 95% 0.917 0.946 0.944 0.957
(0.900;0.934) (0.932;0.960) (0.930;0.958) (0.944;0.970)
K=600 NAIVE RC SIMEX LIK
^
B(^
x
) -0.139 (0.362) 0.175 (0.442) 0.041 (0.445) 0.152 (0.442)
s.e.(^
x
) 0.368 (0.057) 0.421 (0.092) 0.428 (0.075) 0.448 (0.070)
Level 90% 0.840 0.886 0.868 0.909
(0.817;0.863) (0.866;0.906) (0.847;0.889) (0.891;0.927)
Level 95% 0.909 0.931 0.938 0.954
(0.891;0.927) (0.915;0.947) (0.923;0.945) (0.941;0.967)
K=1000 NAIVE RC SIMEX LIK
^
B(^
x
) -0.179 (0.009) 0.120 (0.011) -0.009 (0.011) 0.093 (0.010)
s.e.(^
x
) 0.283 (0.288) 0.324 (0.348) 0.328 (0.347) 0.342 (0.332)
Level 90% 0.786 0.876 0.875 0.912
(0.760;0.811) (0.855;0.896) (0.854;0.895) (0.894;0.929)
Level 95% 0.858 0.930 0.926 0.955
(0.836;0.880) (0.914;0.946) (0.910;0.942) (0.942;0.968)
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Table 2: Simulation results based on 1000 repliations for the error struture (5).
The true value for the parameter 
x
is 1:5.
Senario 2) W = X + U; U  N(0:01; (X=5)
2
)
K=200 NAIVE RC SIMEX LIK
^
B(^
x
) 0.084 (0.845) 0.182 (0.951) 0.153 (0.911) 0.132 (0.874)
s.e.(^
x
) 0.797 (0.220) 0.797 (0.311) 0.847 (0.253) 0.830 (0.261)
Level 90% 0.896 0.820 0.905 0.903
(0.877;0.915) (0.796;0.844) (0.887;0.923) (0.885;0.921)
Level 95% 0.952 0.867 0.947 0.952
(0.939;0.965) (0.846;0.888) (0.933;0.961) (0.939;0.965)
K=600 NAIVE RC SIMEX LIK
^
B(^
x
) 0.007 (0.403) 0.069 (0.450) 0.054 (0.423) 0.065 (0.409)
s.e.(^
x
) 0.401 (0.062) 0.403 (0.099) 0.428 (0.070) 0.420 (0.064)
Level 90% 0.894 0.850 0.909 0.917
(0.875;0.913) (0.828;0.872) (0.891;0.927) (0.900;0.934)
Level 95% 0.943 0.922 0.955 0.960
(0.929;0.957) (0.905;0.939) (0.942;0.968) (0.948;0.972)
K=1000 NAIVE RC SIMEX LIK
^
B(^
x
) -0.045 (0.010) 0.010 (0.011) 0.024 (0.010) 0.022 (0.010)
s.e.(^
x
) 0.308 (0.307) 0.313 (0.358) 0.331 (0.334) 0.322 (0.326)
Level 90% 0.878 0.841 0.893 0.894
(0.858;0.898) (0.818;0.864) (0.874;0.912) (0.875;0.913)
Level 95% 0.938 0.901 0.946 0.945
(0.923;0.953) (0.882;0.919) (0.932;0.960) (0.931;0.959)
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Table 3: Simulation results based on 1000 repliations for the error struture (6).
The true value for the parameter 
x
is 1:5.
Senario 3) W = X + U; U  Beta(1:1; 10:1)
K=200 NAIVE RC SIMEX LIK
^
B(^
x
) -0.096 (0.699) 0.230 (0.957) 0.062 (0.844) 0.330 (1.135)
s.e.(^
x
) 0.716 (0.169) 0.833 (0.337) 0.811 (0.219) 1.005 (0.443)
Level 90% 0.887 0.869 0.896 0.908
(0.867;0.907) (0.848;0.890) (0.877;0.915) (0.890;0.926)
Level 95% 0.941 0.934 0.950 0.964
(0.926;0.956) (0.919;0.949) (0.936;0.963) (0.952;0.975)
K=600 NAIVE RC SIMEX LIK
^
B(^
x
) -0.132 (0.346) -0.010 (0.394) -0.002 (0.410) 0.223 (0.489)
s.e.(^
x
) 0.363 (0.050) 0.368 (0.082) 0.412 (0.067) 0.494 (0.072)
Level 90% 0.858 0.858 0.900 0.901
(0.836;0.890) (0.836;0.890) (0.881;0.918) (0.882;0.919)
Level 95% 0.914 0.914 0.951 0.952
(0.897;0.931) (0.897;0.931) (0.938;0.964) (0.939;0.965)
K=1000 NAIVE RC SIMEX LIK
^
B(^
x
) -0.173 (0.270) -0.090 (0.295) -0.046 (0.316) 0.167 (0.385)
s.e.(^
x
) 0.280 (0.030) 0.278 (0.047) 0.317 (0.038) 0.377 (0.044)
Level 90% 0.821 0.826 0.884 0.890
(0.797;0.845) (0.802;0.850) (0.864;0.904) (0.871;0.909)
Level 95% 0.888 0.901 0.943 0.940
(0.868;0.908) (0.882;0.919) (0.929;0.957) (0.925;0.955)
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Appendix
It is known that ase-ontrol data are olleted aording to a retrospetive
sampling sheme. This means that the ase-ontrol disease status is identied
and then the subjets are followed bak so as to asertain their exposure to
some risk fators. However, statistial analyses usually proeed aording to
a prospetive sheme, that is, by onsidering the ase-ontrol status as the
response variable and not as a known quantity. In this Appendix, we provide a
justiation for the prospetive analysis of mathed ase-ontrol data, starting
from the analogous results of Carroll, Wang and Wang (1995), whih refer to
the unmathed situation.
In the ase of no measurement error, the equivalene between a prospetive
and a retrospetive analysis of unmathed ase-ontrol data is demonstrated by
Prentie and Pyke (1979). In partiular, the Authors show that the estimating
equations for the parameters and the asymptoti distribution of the estima-
tors derived from a likelihood approah under a retrospetive sampling sheme
equal those obtained from a prospetive model. This results has been often
invoked in literature to justify the use of the logisti regression model for ase-
ontrol data analysis. Carroll et al. (1995) extend the results by Prentie and
Pyke (1979) for dealing with measurement errors, together with partially miss-
ing data and robustness issues. The prospetive analysis of ase-ontrol data
is shown to provide estimators whih are typially onsistent for non-interept
parameters and whih are asymptotially normally distributed. Moreover, the
standard errors of the estimators derived from a prospetive approah are at
worst asymptotially onservative, if ompared to those derived from a retro-
spetive formulation. These results are guaranteed for RC, SIMEX and the
likelihood method, under the assumption of nondierential measurement er-
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rors. The basi assumption is that the estimating equation derived from the
prospetive formulation is prospetively unbiased. If so, it is shown to be also
retrospetively unbiased. Thus, onsisteny of the estimators under a prospe-
tive approah is also retrospetively guaranteed.
Within a mathed ase-ontrol setting, results similar to those by Pren-
tie and Pyke (1979) have been derived by Breslow et al. (1978) and Bres-
low (1982). Let K be the strata into whih data are subdivided. If we fous
on the prospetive formulation, the relationship between Y and X within eah
stratum is modelled through the logisti regression model
P (Y
ik
= 1jX = x
ik
;K = k) = H
n

0k
+ 
T
1
x
ik
o
=
e

0k
+
T
1
x
ik
1 + e

0k
+
T
1
x
ik
; i = 1; : : : ; n
k
; k = 1; : : : ; K;
(8)
where K is the variable whih represents the k-th stratum and n
k
is the number
of subjets in the stratum k, k = 1; : : : ; K. It is omposed by n
1k
and n
0k
ontrols, so that n
k
= n
1k
+ n
0k
. The interepts 
0k
dier among strata. The
log-likelihood for the parameters in (8) is
`(
01
; : : : ; 
0K
; 
1
) =
K
X
k=1
n
1k

0k
+
K
X
k=1
n
k
X
i=1
h
y
ik

T
1
x
ik
  log(1 + e

0k
+
T
1
x
ik
)
i
: (9)
As the number of overall interepts in (9) inreases with the number of strata,
a Neymann-Sott problem arises, implying the estimators for 
1
to be inonsis-
tent. Conditioning on the number of ases n
1k
within eah stratum to eliminate
the nuisane parameters 
0k
avoids the inonsisteny problem. Without loss
of generality, we assume that there is one ase in eah stratum (n
1k
= 1) and
two assoiated ontrols (n
0k
= 2). Let x
1k
be the value of X for the ase and
x
2k
and x
3k
the values of X for the assoiated ontrols. Then, the onditional
likelihood for 
1
is
L(
1
) =
K
Y
k=1
e

T
1
x
1k
e

T
1
x
1k
+ e

T
1
x
2k
+ e

T
1
x
3k
: (10)
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Now, if we fous on the retrospetive formulation, the likelihood for
(
01
; : : : ; 
0K
; 
1
) is
L(
01
; : : : ; 
0K
; 
1
) =
K
Y
k=1
e


0k
+
T
1
x
1k
1 + e


0k
+
T
1
x
1k
q(x
1k
)
n
1k
n
k
3
Y
j=2
1
1 + e


0k
+
T
1
x
jk
q(x
jk
)
n
jk
n
k
;
where q(x) is the marginal density of X. In this ase, we ondition on the
observed values of X within eah stratum so as to eliminate the nuisane
parameters (
01
; : : : ; 
0K
). This gives rise to the likelihood
L(
1
) =
K
Y
k=1
e

T
1
x
1k
e

T
1
x
1k
+ e

T
1
x
2k
+ e

T
1
x
3k
: (11)
Breslow (1982) onludes that the onditional likelihood derived from a prospe-
tive and the retrospetive formulation are equivalent, as it an be noted by
omparing (10) and (11). Thus, the orresponding estimating equations for
the parameter 
1
are the same as well as their solution. The likelihood es-
timating equation for 
1
derived from the prospetive approah is known to
be prospetively unbiased. Moreover, it equals the one derived from the ret-
rospetive approah, whih is known to be retrospetively unbiased. We an
onlude that the prospetive estimating equation for 
1
is also retrospetively
unbiased, so that the onsisteny of the estimator of 
1
is guaranteed. Further-
more, this implies that mathed ase-ontrol data an be analyzed by ignoring
their underlying study design and by basing on the prospetive formulation.
More generally, outside the likelihood approah, the above result holds, when-
ever a prospetively unbiased estimating equation for 
1
is available.
Starting from the results by Breslow (1982), we an derive a justiation for
the prospetive analysis of mathed ase-ontrol data also when measurement
errors aet X. We assume that measurement errors are nondierential. Let
f
W jX
(wjx; 
2
) be the measurement errors density funtion. Aording to the
prospetive formulation, in eah stratum k, k = 1; : : : ; K, we refer to the
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density funtion of (Y;W ) given X, that is, to
f
Y
k
W
k
jX=x
k
K=k
(y
k
; w
k
jx
k
; 
0k
; 
1
; 
2
) = f
Y
k
jX=x
k
K=k
(y
k
jx
k
; 
0k
; 
1
)f
W
k
jX=x
k
K=k
(w
k
jx
k
; 
2
):
We onsider that eah stratum ontains one ase and two assoiated ontrols.
Let X
1
; X
2
; X
3
and W
1
;W
2
;W
3
dene the unobserved variables and the vari-
ables observed with error for, respetively, the ase and the two assoiated
ontrols. We assume they are independent. The likelihood for eah stratum
k, k = 1; : : : ; K, is
L(
1
; 
2
) =
e

T
1
x
1k
e

T
1
x
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+ e

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1
x
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+ e

T
1
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2
):(12)
Note that in (12) we eliminated the nuisane parameters 
0k
by onditioning
on the number of ases in the k-th stratum, n
1k
, as desribed previously for
the situation with no measurement error.
With respet to the retrospetive approah, we onsider in eah stratum k,
k = 1; : : : ; K, the density funtion of (X;W ) given Y = y, that is,
f
X
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k
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2
):
Then likelihood for eah stratum k, k = 1; : : : ; K, is
L(
1
; 
2
) =
e
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x
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e
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1
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+ e

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1
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+ e

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1
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):(13)
The nuisane parameters 
0k
have been eliminated by onditioning on the
observed values of X within eah stratum, as desribed in the situation with
no measurement error.
As it an be seen by omparing (12) and (13), the onditional likelihood
derived from the prospetive approah equals the one derived from the ret-
rospetive approah also in the presene of measurement error. This implies
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that the estimating equations for the parameters are the same, as well as the
estimators they provide. Aording to the likelihood approah, the estimating
equations for the parameters derived from the prospetive approah are known
to be prospetively unbiased. On the other hand, the ones derived from the ret-
rospetive approah are known to be retrospetively unbiased. By exploiting
the equality between the orresponding likelihood funtions, we an onlude
that the prospetive estimating equations are also retrospetively unbiased.
Hene, onsisteny of the estimators of 
1
is guaranteed and the analysis of
mathed ase-ontrol data based on the prospetive formulation is justied.
Moreover, outside the likelihood approah, the above result holds whenever
the prospetive estimating equations are unbiased, under the hypothesis of
logisti model relating the response to the ovariates. This follows from the
equality between the prospetive and the retrospetive density funtions.
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